Logistics and Programmatic Services

- Acquisition Support
- Facilities and Infrastructure
- Integrated Product Support
- Maintenance Planning and Management
- Packaging, Handling, Storage, and Transportation
- Product Support Management
- STAMIS / ERP Systems
- Supply Support
- Sustainment Engineering
- Technical Data Management
- Training and Training Support
Selected Contract Synopses

Headquarters and Directorate Support (HQDS) Services Contract – Prime
5SRC supports the Redstone Test Center (RTC), US Army Test and Evaluation Command at Redstone Arsenal. 5SRC provides logistics support to test and evaluation (T&E) programs for aviation, missile, sensors, targets, joint service programs and industry supporting RTC’s test and evaluation mission. Our support also includes control and inventory of personal property assets, test equipment, and TMDE. We support studies to define types of facilities and facility improvements, space needs, environmental and security requirements, hazardous material planning, and weapon safety.

- Maintenance Management
- Supply Support
- Facilities Planning and Management
- Environmental Hazards Analyses

Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM) Program Support – Prime
5SRC provides integrated electronic technical manual (IETM) expertise for the Army Materiel Command (AMC) Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA). 5SRC derives logistic-support technical information for multiple weapon systems so the information can be constructed and displayed in such a way as to enable its full integration. 5SRC ensures the information is digitized, arranged, and transcribed in a standard form, and made available in real time to a number of users working simultaneously at different locations. We provide S1000D support and test data for compatibility issues. 5SRC investigates, reviews, analyzes, and recommends emerging IETM technologies and products.

- IETM Development & Policy Support
- Process & Platform Standardization
- Trade-off Analyses

Battlefield Automated Systems Engineering Support (BASES) – Subcontract
5SRC provides systems support for the Software Engineering Directorate (SED), U.S. Army Research, Development and Engineering Command for the entire life cycle of systems SED supports. SED customers include DoD components, other federal government agencies, Cooperative Research and Development Agreement partners, and Foreign Military Sales. 5SRC supports the THAAD Evaluation Center HWIL lab mission with packaging, shipping, handling, transportation (PHS&T), COMSEC management, and security.

- PHS&T
- Inventory and Supply Support
- COMSEC and Security

Support Services for Cruise Missile Defense Systems (CMDS) Project Office – Subcontract
5SRC provides programmatic analyses and recommendations to the CMDS Program Management Office in the areas of monitoring, assessing, coordinating, analyzing, and integrating component programs / activities for the total life cycle of the systems. 5SRC provides logistics support to the AN/MPQ-64 Sentinel radar used to alert and queue Short Range Air Defense (SHORAD) weapons to the locations of hostile targets approaching their front line forces. We provide program office logistics support across the Sentinel life cycle to include tracking world wide readiness and parts. 5SRC manages all technical publications and develops logistical analyses, studies, and documentation.

- Sustaining Engineering
- Supply Support
- Product Support Management
- IETM Management
- Maintenance Management
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